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POTENT AXIOMS

BY

MATTHEW FOREMAN

Abstract. This paper suggests alternatives to the ordinary large cardinal axioms of

set theory. These axioms can be viewed as generalizations of large cardinals and

exhibit many of the same phenomena. They are shown to imply the G.C.H., every

set of reals in L(R) is Lebesgue measurable, and various results in combinatorics,

algebra and model theory.

Potent axioms. A great number of mathematical conjectures have been shown to

be independent of the ordinary axioms of Zermelo-Frankel set theory with the

axiom of choice. They include propositions from virtually every area of mathematics,

including analysis [W], algebra [Sh2], topology and combinatorics. Apparently the

only way of settling these questions is to strengthen ZFC with natural axioms that

answer these questions.

Two major axiom systems have been proposed; determinacy axioms and large

cardinal axioms. They have been successful to a large extent but have not answered

many crucial questions such as the continuum hypothesis. This paper proposes a line

of axioms that can be viewed as generalizations of large cardinal axioms. It is shown

that they settle the G.CH. (positively) as well as several classical questions in set

theory. It is shown that they form a strict hierarchy in consistency strength, and a

hueristic argument is given to show that they may be stronger in consistency strength

than ordinary large cardinal axioms. The author conjectures that they imply de-

terminacy axioms.

Large cardinal axioms generally are equivalent to the existence of monomor-

phisms j from V (the mathematical universe) into a transitive class M. These

monomorphisms are induced by measures taking values in {0,1}.

Paraphrasing [SRK] these monomorphisms, viewed as symmetries, are motivated

by resemblance properties, generalizing properties of to (e.g. compactness) and

reflection properties. The main difficulty with these large cardinal axioms is that the

resemblance, reflection and generalization occurs among cardinals much larger than

sets usually occurring in ordinary mathematics. With remarkable and notable

exceptions there is a paucity of consequences of these axioms "down low".

A solution to these problems comes from allowing the measures inducing the

monomorphisms to take values in a complete Boolean algebra. This idea is not new

(see [J-P]). What is new here is the sets we put measures on and the development of

the consequences of these measures as axioms.
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The generic monomorphisms induced by these axioms can send any regular

cardinal to any larger regular cardinal. Thus, we get strong resemblance properties

between any regular cardinals.

In a typical example we have a generic elementary embedding j: V -» M <z Va

where 58 is a complete Boolean algebra. The three parameters determining the

characteristics of j are the closure of M, where j moves ordinals and the nature of

the forcing 58 (such as the saturation properties of 58). We will get strong results by

manipulating these three parameters.

We now state the notational conventions to hold in this paper. If A' is a set, we use

3P(X) for the power set of X. We will use k and À to denote cardinals and [k]a and

[k\<x to denote all subsets of k of power X and of power < À respectively. We will

use the abbreviation o.t. x for the order type of x. We will use k-, 2k and k + y to

denote the powers of [k] <K, ¿?(k) and the yth successor cardinal of k. If x ç OR is

a set, then sup x is the supremum of x.

We will be concerned with ideals throughout the paper. If Jq ^(Z) is an ideal

we will say that J is an ideal on Z. The degree of completeness of J, comp( J), will

be the least a such that there are (x¿. ß < a) <zJ and U/3<ttx/3 G J. A set X in

¿P(Z) will be called ./-positive (or just positive) if X G J. The filter dual to J will

be denoted J. An ideal J will be called normal iff whenever /: SP(Z) —> V and

S = {x: f(x) G x} is positive then there is a w and a positive set T ç S such that

T Q [x: f(x) = w). If Z = [k]<x, J is called fine iff, whenever a G k, {x:

a G x} G J. If J is an ideal on [k]\ J is normal iff J is closed under diagonal

union, e.g. if for all o g k, Xa g ./ then V„ < K Xa = {x: there exists a /3 g x,

x g A^} g J. This is equivalent to J being closed under diagonal intersection, i.e.

if for all a G k, Ca&J then AaeKCa = {jc: for all ß G x, x g C^} g j?. This is

also equivalent to J being closed under double diagonal intersection, i.e. if {Caß:

a,ß E(}çi then aaß<K = {x: for all a, ß g x, x g Caj8} g ./. All ideals in this

paper on [k]x will be normal, fine and countably complete.

We will often be concerned with more than one universe. To relativize a notion

such as powerset to a universe N we will use the superscript N, e.g. SP(k)n. We will

use standard partial order and Boolean algebra notation interchangeably when

forcing, with one exception that p \r- q will mean that p is a stronger forcing

condition than q. If <i) is a property then p II <f> means p decides <¡>, \\<b\\P will be the

Boolean value of 4> taken in â?(P), the complete Boolean algebra generated by P. We

will drop the subscript P when it is obvious. We will use P ~ Q to mean that 58{?)

is isomorphic to 58(Q). When forcing with P, G will be the generic generic object,

i.e. a canonical term for the canonical generic object for P. If i: P -» Q, i is called a

neat embedding iff i can be extended to a complete monomorphism i: 58(¥) -* ¿8(Q).

If 7r: Q -> P is an order preserving map such that tr(i(p)) = p and q II- i(tr(q))

and for all p g P and all p' II- p there is a q <^ Q with q II- i(p) such that

■rr(q) lh- />', then 7 is a neat embedding and w is called a projection. If /': P ^ (9 is a

neat embedding and GP Q P is generic, then we can form S8(Q)/GV = {b g á?(Q):

for all p g GP, /(/?) \f -,£>} in the standard way. We will abuse notation and refer
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to this as Q/P. If q g Q then Q/q will be the part of Q consisting of all conditions

extending q. Similarly Q/(P,q) are all conditions in S8(Q)/GV extending q.

A particular partial ordering we will be interested in is Co1(k, A), the Levy

collapse of A to k+. We will use the notation Co1(k, À] to mean the Levy partial

ordering the makes À have cardinality k. If p G Pa, Pa an iteration of partial

orderings, then supp/? will be the support of p.

If J is an ideal on Z, we can form the Boolean algebra ¿P(Z)/J. Forcing with

the Boolean algebra gives an ultrafilter G on SP(Z)V. We can take the ultraproduct

of V using functions /: Z -» V such that / g V. Let M denote the ultraproduct.

Elements of M are equivalence classes [/]c of functions / g V, f: Z -* V. Los'

theorem applies in this case and hence there is a canonical embedding j: V -» M.

We will call j the embedding induced by J. If M is well founded then we replace M

by its unique transitive isomorph. If M is the ultraproduct over any field of sets &

and / is a function defined on a set in !F then [f]M is the set in M that /

represents. If /: Z -» V then [f]j = {g: for some set C g J, f = g on C}. J will

be called precipitous iff, wherever G C i?(Z)/J is generic, M is well-founded.

In certain sections of this paper we will be concerned with model theory. All of

our models will be in a countable language. If 21 = (A; U, /,),e„ is a structure with

a distinguished predicate U, then the type of 31 is (k, A) iff \A\ = k and \U\ = X. If

31, 93 are structures in the same language, we will write 31 ■< 93 iff 31 is an

elementary substructure of 93. If H is a graph then chrom(i/), the chromatic

number of H, is the least number of colors it takes to color H so that no two

adjacent nodes have the same color.

If J^ is a family of functions defined on a cardinal k, then 5^ is called almost

disjoint iff for all /, gef there is a y < k such that for all a, y < a < k,

f(a) 4= g(a). If j: V -* M is an elementary embedding then j is called generic iff

there is a partial ordering P such that j is definable in Vp.

1. In this section M will be a transitive model of ZFC unless otherwise stated. We

now give our first axiom.

Weak Axiom of Resemblance. For all finite sequences of uncountable regular

cardinals Aj < ■ • • < \„ there is a generic elementary embedding j: V -* M such

that y(S,) = X, for 1 < i < n.

The motivation for the weak resemblance axiom is that regular cardinals should in

some vague sense be indiscernible. In §4 we will show the following theorem:

Theorem 1. If the G.C.H. holds and for all n, S„ carries a normal, S „-complete

it „ + f-saturated ideal, then the weak axiom of resemblance holds.

This theorem coupled with the following theorem of the author (see [Fl]) shows

that the weak resemblance property is consistent relative to large cardinals.

Theorem. // ZFC + there is a huge cardinal is consistent then so is ZFC +

G.C.H. + every regular cardinal k carries a normal, K-complete, K+-saturated ideal.
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We now turn to a stronger, more useful axiom:

Axiom of Resemblance. For all finite sequences of uncountable regular cardinals

A, < • ■ ■ < Xn there is a generic elementary j: V —> M such that y'(K,) = X¿ for

1 < í < « and 0>(Xnf cz M.

We shall show that local versions of the Axiom of Resemblance are consistent, but

the axiom as stated is not known to be consistent from any assumptions. We prove

the next easy theorem to show the power of this axiom.

Theorem 2 (ZFC + Axiom of Resemblance). // 2N|> < S„ then, for all cardinals

k, 2K < K + ".

Proof. We show that if 2s" < S„ then, for all regular k, k- < r£ + "_1. Let k be a

cardinal such that k- > k+"~1. Let X= (xy a < k + ") be a wellordering of a

sequence of elements of [k]<k of order type k + ". By the Axiom of Resemblance

there is an elementary embedding j: V -» M such that y(N,) = n and y'(N,+1) = k + '

for i < n and 0>(k + ")v ç M. (Hence A g M.) Since ;'(K, + 1) = k + ', M 1= k + ' =

N,+1 and thus M 1= A- is a sequence of elements of Sf1 of length K„+1. But by the

elementarily of 7, M 1= Sf1 < K„, a contradiction.   ■

Later we shall we how to state the resemblance axiom in terms of ideals.

Definition. Let j: V -* M be a generic elementary embedding. Let k0 = crit(y')

and rc; + 1 =j(k¡). Then j is said to be generically n-huge iff j"nn G M. We call j

generically almost n-huge iff, for each a < k,;, j"a G M.

Lemma 3. If j: V -> M is any elementary embedding such that j"X g M, then

SP(X)V ç M.

Proof. Let Y ç À. In M, consider 77: y'"A -> X the unique order preserving

collapsing map. Then Y = ir"(j(Y) Cij"X).    D

We now have discussed two of the three parameters used in the definition of the

Potent Axioms. We turn to the third, the nature of the forcing.

If j: V —» M is a generic elementary embedding gotten by forcing with P and

j"X g M then in V we get a normal and fine ideal on [X] <x given by the following:

if X ç [A]<x, X^J iff ll/'A G I(X)\\V = 0. If k = critO) then these ideals are

«-complete.

Definition. An ideal J on Z will be called \i-saturated iff @(2.)/J satisfies the

/x chain condition. The ideal J will be called ¡i-centered iff there are filters (J*,:

a < u.) on 0>(Z)/J such that for each positive set X c Z there is an a such that

Xefa. Finally, ./ will be called ¡i-dense iff SP(Z)/J has a dense set of cardinality

ft-

Lemma 4. Suppose that J is an ideal in a Boolean algebra <€ and i: <£ ̂ > 58 is a

homomorphism such that J= {c: i(c) = 0}. Then (i) if 31 is K-saturated, so is <€/J,

(ii) // 58 is K-centered then so is 'tf/J.

Proof. Note that ; induces a monomorphism from <ê/J into 58. The lemma

follows from the definitions.   ■
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The importance of Lemma 4 is that it shows in many cases that the relevant

properties of a partial ordering P are inherited by the ideal /ç 5P([X]X).

If it: Z -* Z' is a surjection and J is a K-complete, A-saturated ideal on Z let i:

@(Z') -> 0>(Z)/J be defined by i(X') = [{x g Z: tt(x) g A"}],. Then by Lemma

4, / induces an ideal on Z' that is «-complete and A-saturated. Further, if

X c Z g J then 77-" A g ./. We will occasionally call J by tt(J).

Definition. Suppose J is an ideal on [A]K and X' ^ X, k' < k. J is said to

concentrate on [A']" if {x: o.t. x n X' = k'} g 3. J is said to concentrate on [X']]li

iff {x: \x Pi A'| = k'} g ./. If J concentrates on [A']" then we can define a map it:

[X]K -» [A']"' defined on a set in ./ by it(x) = x n A'. Then 7r(./) is a nontrivial

ideal on [A']K and if J is normal and fine then ir( J) is normal and fine. Finally, if

J is an ideal on [A] * À concentrating on [A]K we view it as an ideal on [A]K since [A]K

is a set of measure one.

It may not necessarily be true in Lemma 4 that if 58 is u-dense then '¡i/J is

».-dense. However, in the context we are interested in, it is true.

Let J be a ju-dense, ju complete, normal and fine ideal on [A]". If / concentrates

on [A']K, let J be the projection of J onto an ideal on [A']K. We claim that J is

u,-dense.

Let D c 5fi([X]lt)/J be a dense set of cardinality u.. For each d g D, choose a

representative Ad ç [A]\ Let it: [X]k -» [A']" be the projection map.

Fix a d g D. For each set C g j, let Bc = - m(C n Ad). By the fineness and

/i+-saturation of J there is a sequence (b¿: a < ju> Q (By ce/) such that every

Bc c Va<llb¿ modulo J. For each bda there is a Q* such that ¿^ = - tt(C^ n .4J.

Then   ir(A0</1Carf  n ^) n Va<)Arf  g ./.   Further,    Aa</JCa n^i/   and

n(K<flc¿nAd)uva<llbda<=J.
If Te &>([k']x') and i(T) ^ d in 5ö([k]x)/J then there is a C such that

i(T) ^AjCiC. Hence T^<n(AüC\ C). But £( = ~ <n(Ad n C) is disjoint modulo

./ from 7r(Aa</1C„i/ n ,4d). Hence 7 3 n(àa<fiCd n ¿J modulo J.

Thus if we let E = {[e]^: for some d & D, e = 7r(Aa</JCa<y n ^¿)} then £ is a

dense set in 3Pt\X'\K)/J of cardinality ¡x.

Similarly we can show that J projects to a /¿-dense ideal on p..

Lemma 5. Suppose J is a normal, fine, precipitous ideal on [A]K concentrating on

[X']K. Letj: V —> M be the embedding induced by J. Then

(a) j"X G M,

(b) y'(rc) = A andj(K') = A',

(c) there is a positive set X ç [A]K such that if X G G, crit(j') = comp^), and

(d) if G is the generic object for &>([\]K)/J then A g G iffj"X g j( A).

Proof, (a) Let id: [A]" -> [A]\ Using normality and fineness it is easy to see that

[id]w=/'A.
(b) Since {x e [A]": o.t. x = k) ei, Los' theorem implies that o.t. j"X = j(k).

Further, {x g [A]": o.t. x n A' = k'} ei, so o.t. (/'A nj(X')) = j(k'). But ;'"A n

;(A') =j"X'. Hence j(k') = o.t. j"X' = A'.
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(c) Standard arguments show that crit(j') > comp(./). Let (Yy. a < y) (y =

comp^)) be an increasing sequence such that Ya& J but A = Uy„í/. Let /:

X -* y be defined by f(x) = least a, x g 7a. Then it is easy to check that if A g G

then [/] >j(a) for each a < y and [/] < j(y).

(d) Suppose AgG. Then {x: id(jc)eI}eC. Hence by (a), /'Agj(A).

Conversely, if {x: id(x) <£ A} g G then j"X (=j(X).   ■

Remarks, (a) We can prove similarly that if J concentrates on [A]<K  then

j(K) > X.

(b) One can easily see by similar arguments the converse to Lemma 5(b) i.e. if

[X] g @>([\]K)/J and [X] \= j(k') = X' then there is a set C g J such that, for all

x g c n X, o.t. x n A' = «'.

(c) If J concentrates on [A']1"'1 instead of [A']" then one sees that M \= \X'\ = j(k').

Corollary 6. Let X0 < Xx < ■■• < Xn be a sequence of regular cardinals. Let J

be a X0-complete, normal, fine, precipitous ideal on [Xn]X"-' concentrating on

[A^]**-' for 1 < k < n. If j: V -» M is the generic elementary embedding induced by

J thenj is generically n-huge.

Proof. Note that k, = A,.   ■

Corollary 7. We can formulate resemblance properties in terms of ideals. Suppose

for all regular cardinals k, < • • • < Kn there is a precipitous ideal on [k„]s" con-

centrating on [k¡\^'. Then the Axiom of Resemblance holds.

Proof. This follows immediately from Lemmas 5 and 3.   ■

We now turn to ideals that give M stronger closure properties.

Definition. Let JQ !?(Z) be an ideal. Then J has the disjointing property iff

whenever A ç ^(Z)// is a maximal antichain, there is a pairwise disjoint partition

of Z, (Xy a g A) such that \Xa\j = a.

The following proposition is standard (see [Jl]).

Proposition 8. Suppose J<z <?(Z) is a n-complete, k"1-saturated ideal on Z, then

J has the disjointing property.

The author would like to thank M. Magidor for pointing out the following

proposition which simplified several proofs in this paper.

Proposition 9. Suppose JQ ^([A]") is a normal, fine A4-saturated ideal. Then J

has the disjointing property.

Note. This is also true for [A] < \

Proof. Let A ç 5P(\k\K)/J be a maximal antichain. By the saturation of J we

can assume that A = {[aj: a < A}, where aa ç [A]K are arbitrarily chosen repre-

sentatives of the elements of A. By fineness, we can assume that if x G aa then

a g x. If a, ß g A, then there is a set Caß g J such that Caß n aan aß= 0. Let

c = haß<xCaß. We claim that C n aaD aß= 0. Otherwise, there is an x such

that x g aa n aß, and so a, ß g x. But then x g Ca ß, a contradiction. Letting

a'a = aa n C, then [a'J = [aj and the a'a are disjoint.    ■
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The following lemma is a reworking of standard lemmas.

Lemma 10. Suppose J is a countably complete ideal on Z, P = 5?(Z)/J and J has

the disjointing property. Then:

(i) // t is a term in Vp for an element of M then there is a function f: Z -* V,

/g Vsuch that ||t = [f]M\\ = 1.
(ii) J is precipitous.

(iii) IfZ = [X]K and J is normal and fine, then Mx n V[G] ç M.

Proof, (i) Let t be a term for an element of M. Then there is a maximal antichain

A such that for all a g ^ there is a function /a: Z -> K, /a g V and a II- [/J M = t.

By the disjointing property we can assume that the elements of A are pairwise

disjoint. Glue together the /a's by f(x) = fa(x) where a is the unique element of A

such that x g a. Then ||[/]M = t|| = 1.

(ii) Suppose there is a descending chain of M-ordinals (ry. n g «) ç M. By (i),

there is a sequence of functions (/„: hGw) g V such that ||[/„]M = t„|| = 1. Hence

there is a /> g P such that for all n there is a set C„ei such that, for all

x g C„ n y, /„+,(*) G/n(x). Let C = nc„, then Cei and, for any x g C,

(/„ + 1(x): « g co) forms a descending sequence of ordinals in V, a contradiction.

(iii) Let (ry a g A) be a term for a A-sequence in F[G] of elements of M.

By (i) we can find in V a sequence (/„: a < A) such that ||[/JM = tJ| = 1. Let g:

[A]K -» F be defined by g(x) = {/„(x): a g x). It is easy to verify using normality

and fineness that [g]M= {r^lG]: a < A}.   ■

Corollary 11. Suppose J is a normal, fine, precipitous ideal on [A] *x such that

J has the disjointing property. Then for each a < X+, j"a G M.

The saturation of an ideal gives a great deal of information about where the

cardinals go under the generic embeddings.

Proposition 12. Suppose k is a successor cardinal and J is a K-complete k+-

saturated ideal on [A]Y such that comp(7) = k. Then for each n G w such that

k + " < A, J concentrates on [k4^]" . Hence by Corollary 11 the embedding j

induced by J is a generic almost-(n + l)-huge embedding.

Proof. Since J is /c+-saturated, forcing with P = áa([A]y)// preserves the

cardinals k + " for each n. We now trace where the cardinals are moved by j: V -> M,

the embedding induced by the ideal Ji. Since comp(/) = k, crit(y) = k. Note that

P(K + n)y c M, so if k = ô+, then (k + ")v < (S + " + l)M and if r/ < k + " is not a

cardinal in V, it is not a cardinal in M. Further, if v < j(k), M ^= \v\ = 8. Hence, by

saturation, j'(k) < (k + )k. Since M \= j(k) is a cardinal we get j(k) = k+. Similar

computations give j(k+') = k + , + 1 for each i such that k + ,+1 < A. Hence, for each

n, k + " < A, Kn = K + n and j is at least a generic almost (n + l)-huge embedding.

■

Remark 13. If we know in advance that J concentrates on [k+"]k+" and

comp(Jr) = k, we could drop the saturation hypothesis and show j'(k + i) = k'+1 for

i < n. Hence ./concentrates on [k + i + 1]k + i.
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To see this we count cardinals. By Lemma 5, j(k + "~1) = (k + ")v. Hence (k + ")v

= (8 + ")M. Thus there must be n - 1 cardinals in M between 8 and (K + ")y. Since

5?(k + ")v ç M and k is moved by j, there is nowhere for k + / to go via j but to

(k + i + 1)v. Thus any J concentrating on [k + "]k'" ' yields a generic n-huge embed-

ding.

It is also clear that if A is a cardinal and J concentrates on [A]4X and J is

A-saturated then, for some cardinal k < A, J concentrates on [A]K. (Otherwise, by

Lemma 5, A would not be a cardinal in M.)

We now turn our attention to a technical device we shall use in a couple of places

in this paper. Iterated ultrapowers were used by Gaifman [G] and developed

extensively by Kunen [Kl]. They were used in a generic context by Solovay and later

by Wagon.

We will give a cursory development to prove a couple of main lemmas.

Let J be an ideal on a set Z. Define by induction ideals J" on Z" (the cartesian

product of «-copies of Z).

If Aç Z X Z" then Ie/"+1 iff {x: (ye Z": xny g A} g J") g j. If d is

an ordinal, let ¡PAZ6) be the collection of subsets of Ze with finite support, i.e.

{ A ç Zä: there are a, ■ • • a„ < 0 such that for /, g g Ze if (/(a,) • • • /(a,,)) =

(g(otf) ■ • • g(ot„)) then /G A iff g G A}. In the definition above, a, • • • a„ will be

called a support for A. If A has support ax ■ ■ ■ an then A can be identified with

{/ Í (a, • • • a„): / g A} and hence canonically with a subset of Z". We define an

ideal J9 on SPf(Z6) by saying that lei" iff, when we canonically identify X

with a subset of Z", A G «/". We note that this definition does not depend on the

choice of a support for A.

Having defined JB on SPj(Z6), we note that Je is an ideal and we can form the

partial ordering Pe = ^(Z6)/^". We similarly defined Fnf(Ze) to be the class of

functions F: k° -» V such that there are ax ■ ■ ■ an g 6 such that if /, g g kö and

/r («i ■ ■ ■ «„) = g r («i • • • «„) then F(/) = F(g).
If we force with Ps then we get an ultrafilter Ge ç Pe and can form the ultrapower

of V by functions in Fnf(Z) n K. The result is a model Me which we will also call

\J\te(V,J). Los' theorem can be proven in this case and we get an elementary

embedding i0 e: V -> Me. (So far, Me is not necessarily well founded.) If a < ß and

Gß ç &f(Z&) is generic then Gß induces an ultrafilter GQ on 0>¡(Za). We can check

that Ga is generic for &j(Za)/Ja. Further we get a natural mapping j* from

FnAZ") into FnAZ^) such that _/* induces an elementary embedding i'0jg: Ma -»

A/^. Note that if ^ is a limit then Mß is the direct limit of (My a < ß) by the maps

('«.«•: « < «' < Z3)-
Solovay pointed out that an argument by Gaifman suitably modified gave the

following lemma:

Lemma 14. // J is a precipitous ideal on Z and Ga Q ^(Z")/^ is generic, then

Ma is well founded.

Proof. We first remark that a variation on Kunen's arguments show that if

ß < a, a = ß + y, Mß is well founded and Ga is K-generic then there are Gß and Gy
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such that

(1) Gß c &>f(Zß)/Jß is generic,

(2) Gy ç {&f(i0.ß(Zy)/i0,ß(Sr}M' is Mrgeneric,

(3) Ulty(Mß,Gy) = Ult^+Y(K,GJ (where \J]ty(M$,G7) is the ultrapower taken

inside Mß).

(The main point here is the M^-genericity of Gy. However, a dense set D ç

&>f(i0ß(Z)y)/ioß(J:)y such that D g M can be pulled back to a dense set D' Q

@f(Zß+y)/Jli+'y.)

Let a be the least possible ordinal such that Ma is not well founded and let ¿ be

the least possible ordinal such that i0a(i) is above a descending w-sequence of

ordinals in Ma. Let p G 5¿>f(Za)/Ja be a condition that forces that Ma is not well

founded and £ is the least ordinal above a descending w-sequence of ordinals in Ma.

We note that a cannot be a successor since if a = ß + 1, Mß is well founded and

Mß 1= i0^(^) is precipitous. Hence Mß + l = UlU^A/^, i^ß(^)) is well founded.

Thus a is a limit ordinal. Since the support of p is finite there is some stage

ß < a, a = ß + y such that

Mß \= ||y is the least place such that Ulty(A//j,Gy)

is not well founded and /0,^(¿) is the least ordinal

ô such that iß,ß+y(8) is above a descending

w-sequence in Ult y(Mß,Gy)\\= 1.

(The Boolean value is taken in A/g in the partial ordering £Pf(i0ß(Z)y)/iOß(J)y.)

Now, since i0a(H) is above a descending sequence £, > £2 > • • • and Ma =

lim _ (Mß: ß < a) there is a ß < a, a = ß + y such that £, = ißa(£') for some

£' g Mß, £' < /0/3(|). Hence there is a condition q in {áa/(,ü./i(Z)y)/,0/3(jr)y}M<i

such that Mß 1= g II- ißß+y(i') is above a descending co-sequence of ordinals in

UluT.Mß, Gy). This however contradicts (*).

2. The hierarchy theorem. All of our ideals from now on will be normal, fine and

countably complete.

We now show that our axioms form a strict hierarchy in consistency strength.

Theorem 15 (ZFC). Suppose that k is a successor of a regular cardinal, k ^ N 2 and

there is a K-complete, k4-saturated (respectively K-centered or n-dense) ideal on

[k4" + 1]" " (< n < w). Then there is a transitive set model N of ZFC such that

k + " ç TV and N 1= there is a K-complete, k+-saturated (respectively K-centered or

K-dense) ideal on [k + "] + "_1. Further we can make N have the same cardinals as V

does up to k + ".

Remarks, (a) The same is true for k = N, if 2N" ̂  N„+1. We just eliminates the

first step of the proof.

(b) If n — 0, then the proof shows that there is a transitive set model of ZFC +

there is a K+-saturated (or K-centered) ideal on k. This is true even for k = N,.
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(c) This theorem is of the form "ZFC + there is a generic almost-«-huge

embedding implies the consistency of ZFC + there is an almost-(ri - l)-huge

embedding".

We use a theorem of Shelah [Sh].

Theorem. Suppose k = 8+ and J is a K-complete k+-saturated ideal on k. Then

{a < k: cof(a) = cof(ô)} ei,

Proof of Theorem 15. The author is grateful to M. Magidor for simplifying some

aspects of this proof.

Let P = 5s([k + "+1]k*")/J; where J is K+-saturated. Let j: F-> M be the

embedding induced by J.

Let -n: [k + "+1]k " -* k be the projection. (<n is defined on a set in J.) Then by

Lemma 4 the ideal tt(J) on k is K+-saturated. Hence by Shelah's theorem. m(J')

concentrates on ordinals of cofinality > to. Hence, {jc: x C\ k has cofinality

>w}ei. Hence, in M, cof(ic) > to.

We claim that j"k + " + 1 is co-closed. (This is where we use k > to2.) Otherwise

there is a sequence (j(an): n G to) such that sup(j(an): n G to) &j"k+"+1. Let

a = supnfEuan. Then the cofinality of a in V is not to but cofinality of a in Vp is to.

Let | = cof(a)^. We cannot have £ > k since P is K+-saturated. Since *M Pi K[G]

ç M, to = cof(Ol/IC! = cof(£)M. Hence by Shelah's theorem, £ ¥= k. If £ < k, then

y'(£) = £ hence by the elementarily of j, cof^)17 = to but this is a contradiction.

Hence/'k + " + 1 is to-closed.

We use the to-closure of /'k + " + 1 to get a set A in J such that sup: {x n k + ":

x g A} -» k + " is 1-1. If 77*: [rc + " + 1]K+" -> [k + "]k + ""' is defined by tt*(x) = x n

k + ", this implies that 77*(^) has a set of measure one of cardinality k + ".

Let (^4a: a < k + ") be a partition of {a < k + ": cof(a) = to} into k + " disjoint

stationary sets.

Claim. For a set A g J, x G X iff x n k + " = {a: ^a is stationary in Supx).

To see the claim: In M we examine j"k + ". Let y = supj"K + ". Then, by the

saturation, cof(y) > to. It is enough to see that for each ß < j(k + "), if B is the /3th

set in the sequence j((Ay a < k + ")) then B n y is stationary iff ß = y'(a) for some

a.

Suppose ß =j(a). Then B = j(Aa). Let C ç y be a closed unbounded set. Since

j"K + " + i ¡s to-closed, C C\j"k+" is to-closed and unbounded in y. Hence C = j~l(C)

is to-closed and unbounded in k+". Since P is k+-c.c. there is a D ç C, D to-closed

and unbounded in k + " and D G V. But then D D Aa4= 0, hence C C\j(Aa)4= 0

and 7(v4a) is stationary as desired.

Now suppose that B n y is stationary in y. Then, since j"k + " is to-closed there is

a ô g/'k + " Pi fi, say 5 = j(S'). Choose the unique a such that 8' g ,4ft. Then

y'(^la) n B 4= 0. Hence, since j((Ay a < k + ">) is a pairwise disjoint sequence,

j(Aa) = B, so j(a) = ß. This proves the claim.

By Proposition 12, J = -n*(J) is a nontrivial ideal on [k + "]k " . By the claim,

there is a set A G J such that sup: X -* k + " is 1-1.
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Let Mu be the toth iterate of J. Let 8 = j0u(k). For each a < k4", let fa be a

bijection between a and \a\. Let F: k + " X k4"" -» k + " be given by F(a,ß) = fa(ß).

Let A- = LS[X, F, J]. (If J2' is K-centered we let N = LS[X, F, J,C] where C is a

K-centering of ^([k4"]"""1)//. If J is K-dense we let N = LS[X, F, J, D] where D

is a dense set in 5^([k + "]k'' )/J of cardinality k.) We will show that TV is a model

of ZFC + J is a K+-saturated (respectively K-centered or K-dense) ideal on [k4""]" "   .

(We are being slightly careless here: we are coding X by the set X= {(a,ß):

ß G x for the unique x G X such that supx = a) and N is really LS[X, F, J}. We

construct from X to make sure that leiV, otherwise there will probably not be a

set of measure one for /. We need to have a well-ordered set of measure one in order

to have a choice hold in N.)

It is clear that since F g N, N has the same cardinals below k + " as F does.

Claim. \0>(k + ")n\ ^ k4"41.

Proof. We imitate the proof that if U is a normal ultrafilter on A then

L[U] IK 2A = A4 (see [S]). Consider L[X, F, J]. Since L[X, F,J}^N it is enough

to see that \0>(k + ")L[X-fj]\ < k4"41.

Let x ç k + ", x G L[X, F, J]. We show that L[X, F, J] N= \{y ç k4": y- is con-

structed before x)\ < k + ".

Working inside L[X,F,J], choose a such that x g LJA, F,/]. Let M <

La[X, F, J] be such that AU k + " U {k4"} U {x} ç M and \M\ = k4". Let M' be

the transitive collapse of M. It is easy to check that M' = Ly[ X, F, J'] for some /'

and also that J' = /. Hence M'afjç k + ": y g L[A^, F, /] and y is constructed

before x}. But |M'| = k4", hence \{y g L[A, F, /]: y- c k4" and y is constructed

before x)\ < k + ". This proves the claim.

We will now show that N 1= ZFC.

Since \&>(k + ")\n < k4"41, / n N, X and F are in each model A/, for i < to.

Consider M¡ for / > n + 1. Then j0i(k) > k4"41, by / consecutive applications of

Lemma 5. Since N G M, and joj(k) is a regular cardinal in M¡, it follows that

j0 ,(k) is a regular cardinal in N. Thus N has a cofinal sequence of regular cardinals.

Since N t= V = L[A] for a bounded set /I, it will be enough to show that there is no

set a g N and no formula <¡>(x, y) with parameters from A' such that

N 1= d> defines a functional from a cofinally into the ordinals.

Let A be a subset of k4"4"1 canonically coding A, F and JON. Then /Í g Afu,

since A g M, for each i and for large enough i, jiJ+l(A) = A. Hence N g Mu. If

«í)^: a —> 5 and c|> is cofinal then <f> is definable in Ma. Hence Mw 1= 8 is singular.

This, however, is a contradiction, since 8 = j0^(k) and k is regular in V. Hence

Mu 1= k is regular. This completes the proof of Theorem 15.   ■

It is not known to the author how to get a consistency hierarchy relating

generic-huge cardinals to generic almost huge cardinals. A typical conjecture along

these lines might be the following

Question. Suppose there is an N2-complete, precipitous ideal on [S3]Kz. Is there an

S 2-complete, X 3-saturated ideal on S 2?

3. We now turn our attention to impossibility results and known results showing

the consistency of these ideals relative to large cardinal assumptions.
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A major attraction of these axioms is that the known impossibility results for the

ideals are significantly weaker than the impossibility results for their large cardinal

analogues.

The following proposition is crucial in all of the impossibility arguments. A

stronger theorem was known earlier to Magidor.

Proposition 16. Suppose J is a precipitous ideal on [X]K concentrating on [A']1"'1.

Then every structure 31 of type (A, A') has a proper elementary substructure of type

(k,k').

Proof. Note that this makes sense even if A = A' = k = k'. Consider j: V -> M

induced by J. Let 31 be a structure of type (A, A'), say 31 = (A; A', /))/ew. We can

assume that 31 is fully skolemized. By Lemma 5, j"X g M and j"X has order type

j(k). Hence, in M j"31 is a proper elementary substructure of j(31) of type

(j(x), J(k'))- Thus, by elementarily, 31 has an elementary substructure of type

(*,*')■   m
Thus it is possible to have many versions of Chang's Conjecture and Jonsson

Cardinals by assuming the appropriate ideal. This is an example of an application of

second order ideals that does not follow from ordinary ideals on cardinals. In

[F-Ml] it is shown, relative to an almost-huge cardinal, that it is consistent to have

DN and and Sn +,-saturated ideal on S„. It is known that D8 implies that Chang's

Conjecture fails at (S2,N,). Hence saturated ideals on k do not yield Chang's

Conjecture.

Woodin has shown that if k is the successor of a regular cardinal then there is a

Jonsson algebra on k, i.e. a structure of cardinality k with no proper elementary

substructures of cardinality k. By Proposition 16, we know that this implies that

there are no precipitous ideals on [X]x where A is the successor of a regular cardinal.

Magidor has improved this result. Let J be an ideal on [A]y. Let j: V -> M be the

induced elementary embedding. Let (k,: i g w) be defined in the usual way.

Theorem (Magidor). If J is k4 "-saturated for some n then X < k + u.

A proof of this appears in the appendix of this paper.

Corollary. If J is an H „-saturated ideal on [A]y then X < Xu.

The author would like to point out that this still leaves open the possibility of a

precipitous ideal on [Nu + 1]x"+1 with critical point some N„. The closure of M in

such a model would be two power-set operations higher than allowed by conven-

tional large cardinals (i.e. if j: V -> M is a nongeneric elementary embedding then

5a (sup(K,: /' g to)) $2 M. However if there is a precipitous ideal on [N„+1]N"+1 then

N„ = sup<K,: ; g to) and ^(Nu+1) ç M). Shelah has shown that if Su+1 is

Jonsson, then 2K° ̂  Nu + 1. Hence, by the remarks above, if there is a precipitous

ideal on [K„+,]K"+' the CH. fails badly.

The following lemma is well known (see [K2]).

Lemma 17. Suppose P is a X-saturated partial ordering and in Vp we have an

ultrafilter U on @(Z)V. Then in V, if we let J= {x: ||x g í/||p = 0}, J is

X-saturated.
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We now discuss some positive results on the existence of certain ideals.

If j: V -» M is an elementary embedding and Z g V then for any y ^j(Z) we

can define the ultrafilter on Z induced by j and y by

U= [XczZ;yŒj(X)).

Let j be an embedding definable in V and suppose that U is induced by j and y

and U is nonprincipal. Suppose that P g V is partial ordering such that there is a

?e;(P):

q II-   there are generic ultrafilters G ç j(P) and G ç P such

that q g G and, for all ¿? G P, p g G iff ;'( p) g G.

Then if G and G are such ultrafilters, j can be extended to j: V[G] -* A/[G].

Further, in K we can find a projection map from 58(j(P))/q -* á?(P). In K[G] we

get an ideal ./ on Z by A g J iff ||_j> g_/(A")|| -(P)/(P > = 0. We note that the new

ideal extends Ü. Further we get a commutative triangle

j:V -» M
\ / k

vz/u

where k([f]u)=j(f)(y).
The following theorem is well known in the context of ideals on a cardinal. The

proof is the same so we omit it.

Theorem. Letj, U, P, q, y and J be as above. Suppose thatj(P) ç range/:. Then

(a) J is precipitous,

(b) if Z = [X]K and U is normal and fine, then J is normal and fine.

We now give several examples of precipitous and saturated ideals on second order

objects. We will use the following well-known lemma (see [K2]).

Lemma 18. Suppose P is a 2|Z|-c.c. partial ordering and Q is a < 2|Z|-closedpartial

ordering in Vp and in VF"2 there is a K-complete, normal and fine ultrafilter on

5P(Z)V. Then in Vp there is a K-complete normal and fine ultrafilter on 5^(Z)y.

Proof. Build a tower of conditions in Q deciding, for each subset X of Z,

whether A is in or out of the ultrafilter.   ■

Example 1. Suppose that k is a supercompact cardinal. Let P be a partial

ordering. Suppose that whenever A > k, p G P, there is a normal, fine, ultrafilter Ux

on Z = [A]<K such that if j: V -> Vz/Ux = Mx is the elementary embedding

induced by Ux there is a q g y'(P)

q II- J(P) there is a G Q P and a G ç y (P),

?e G, p G G and, for ail r G P, r G G iff j(r) G G.

Then, in V[G] we know that for all A > k there is a normal, fine precipitous ideal on

[A]<\
In particular, if P = Col(to, k) then Vp 1= for all cardinals A there is a precipitous

idealon[A]<"'.
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These ideals were considered by Magidor in [Ml].

Example 2. In [K2], Kunen started in a model V with a measurable cardinal and

constructed a partial ordering P such that in Vp there is a normal, fine, K-complete,

K-saturated ideal on an inaccessible cardinal k. (P adds a Cohen-generic subset to

each inaccessible a < k, and then adds a homogeneous Suslin tree to k.)

In Vp there is a Suslin tree T on k such that, after forcing with T, k becomes

measurable.

If k were supercompact in V and, for example, we add subsets to a < k according

to a Laver function, finishing by adding a homogeneous Suslin tree T to k then,

after forcing with T in Vp, k would become supercompact. Thus in Vp, for each

A > k there would be a normal, fine, K-saturated K-complete ideal on [A] < \

Example 3. This model was also constructed by Kunen in [K2]. Let k0 be a huge

cardinal, U a normal, fine and K0-complete ultrafilter on [k,]"0, and j: V ->

VÍKl]"°/U ~ M be the embedding induced by U. Kunen built a partial ordering P

such that in Fp, k0 = N,, kx = S2 and there is a q g j(P) (q is the mastercondition),

q Ih  there is a G c P, and a G ç j(P), q g G,

and, for all p g P, p e G iff j(p) G G.

Hence j can be extended to j: V[G] -* M[G]. Since M is given by the ultraproduct

by U, which is the ultrafilter induced by j and j"kx, it is easy to check that Vp

satisfies the criterion for having a precipitous ideal J* on Z = ([k1]I£°)|/. We can

now get a precipitous ideal on ([k1]"°)|/ by letting J>: J* U {Z}. Since k0 = X,

and kx = S2 we get a normal, fine precipitous ideal on [N2]N|.

Laver modified Kunen's model to get an N„ + 1-saturated ideal on K„. In Laver's

model k0 becomes N„ and k, becomes S„+1. It is easy to check that in this model

there is a normal, fine, X „-complete precipitous ideal on [X,I + 1]S".

Example 4. These techniques can be modified to produce many of the Resem-

blance Axiom type ideals. For example, it is easy to modify Kunen's model so that k0

becomes Wj and kx becomes Sn. In this case if our original embedding is slightly

more than a huge embedding we get a precipitous ideal on [X2„_,]N" concentrating

on [N„+,_1]i,i for each 1 < i < n.

We can get many Resemblance Axiom type ideals in this manner.

Example 5. We consider a model that was constructed by the author in [F2]. Let

j: V -> M be a two-huge embedding induced by the ultraproduct of [k2]"' by a

normal, fine K0-complete ultrafilter concentrating on [kx]k°. For each n G «, the

author constructed a partial ordering P such that, in Vp, k0 = N„, k, = Xn+1,

k2 = X„ + 2. It is eash to verify that the induced ideal satisfies the criterion for

precipitousness. Hence, we get the consistency of a normal, fine, precipitous S „-com-

plete ideal on [Xn+2]N"+1 concentrating on [N„+i]s". Thus we have the consistency

of a generic two-huge embedding.

Example 6. We do not have many examples of saturated second order ideals at

this time. To explore the only example we know of we must examine the model in

[F2] more closely.
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We start with a two-huge embedding j: V -* M with j(k0) = kx, j(kx) = k2,

k0 = crit(y'). In [F2] a partial ordering P*R*,S was constructed so that P was

k0-c.c, |P| = k0 and, in Vp, k0 = X„, R was Krc.c. and |R| = k, and, in KPxR,

k0 = X„ and kx = X„+1; finally 5 was K,-closed in KP*R, S was k2-c.c, |5| = k2

and, in vp***s, k0 = X„, it, = X„+1, k2 = X„+2.

Further there was a mastercondition q £ j(P*R* S) that guaranteed that if

G c _/(P * R * S ) was generic and q g G then there is a 6çP*R*S such that y

can be extended to j: V[G] -» M[G].

We consider the ultrafilter generated by y and /'k,. This is an ultrafilter Í7* on

[kj]"». Since G Qj(P*R*S), G = G0*Gf*G2 where G0*Gf Qj(P*R) and G2 ç

j(S). By assumption y(5) is < K2-closed in K[G0*G,]. Since &>([Kf]K»)v[G] has

cardinality k2 we can apply Lemma 18 to get a normal, fine, K0-complete ultrafilter

U* on 5P{[KfY«)y^ inside K[G0*G,]. In V[G], let /={xç[k1]"»:

||x í U*\\¿ ,¿/G = 1}. Since y'(P*R) is k2-c.c. Lemma 17 implies that ./ is

K2-saturated. Hence in this model there is a normal, fine, X „-complete X „ + 2-saturated

ideal on [X„ + 1]N". Thanks to Magidor's Proposition 9 we know this ideal is

precipitous. (We could argue this directly too.) We sum up Examples 5 and 6 by the

following theorem.

Theorem. If ZFC +  there is a 2-huge cardinal is consistent then so is ZFC +

(a) there is an it „-complete, normal fine precipitous ideal on [X„ + 2]N"+1,

(b) there is a normal,  fine,  precipitous  it „-complete, X „ + 2-saturated ideal on

Note. For (b) an almost-two-huge cardinal suffices.

It is shown in [F-M2] that, from a huge cardinal, it is consistent that there is an

X„ + 1-saturated ideal on X . This shows that an impossibility result of Kunen is

sharp.

We will now honor an obligation from earlier in the paper and prove the

consistency of the weak Resemblance Axiom. In [Fl] the author proved the

following theorem:

Theorem. ZFC + there is a huge cardinal implies Con(ZFC + G.C.H.+ every

regular cardinal k carries a k+-saturated ideal).

We now show the following theorem.

Theorem 19. // G.C.H. holds and for all n, X„ carries an X „+x-saturated ideal,

then the weak Axiom of Resemblance holds.

In fact we can show, using these techniques, that if the G.C.H. holds and every

regular cardinal carries a K4-saturated ideal then for all sequences k, < • • • < k„

and A, < • • • < A„ of uncountable regular cardinals such that ki < A, there is a

generic elementary embedding j: V -* M such that j(k¡) = A;.

We do not need the G.C.H. assumption if the ideal on each k is K-centered. This is

possible also, using the techniques of [F-L].
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Proof of Theorem 19. Let J be an X„ + 1-saturated ideal on X„. Let k be a

regular cardinal > X„ + 1. Let a < k, and j0a be the embedding of V ^> Ma where

j0a and Ma are the results of iterating J a-times.

Claim, (a) J0m(k) = k,

(b) y0,K(X„) = k.

Proof. First we note that

|^/(XBa)|=2N»X« = X„+1-a<K.

Hence Pa = ^(X^)//" has the k-c.c. Thus Kp» 1= k is regular.

In Ma, J0Jk) = {[f]MJf: X£ - k and / has finite supports}. An /: (X„)a - k

with finite support is bounded in k. The number of functions bounded by any y < k

is y*" X a < k. Hence in Vp-, \jc,M(y)\ < K- Since {jíha(y): y < «} is cofinal in

./(».„('O we get that j0Jk) = k.

To see (b) we note that j0a(it„) is a proper end extension of j0tß(itn) if ß < a.

Hence y0.K(X„) = Ua<Ki0,a(X„) > k. On the other hand for a < k, j0a(it„) < k,

hence Ua<K/0,Q(X„)= k.

To prove the theorem we repeatedly use the claim. We prove by induction on n

that, if kx < k2 < ■ ■ ■ < k„, there is a generic embedding j: V -* M such that

j(it¡) = k, and the forcing for doing this has cardinality < k„.

For n = 1.

Case 1. k, = X2.

Let y01 be the embedding gotten by forcing with the X2-saturated ideal on X,.

Then, y0,i(^i) < X2, since X2 is preserved by the forcing. On the other hand, since

M is closed under countable sequences in Vp, y0.i(^i) > X2. Hence, y0,i(Xi) = X2.

Case 2. k, > X2.

By the claim j0 (X,) = kx where j0li is the result of iterating the ideal on X,

k,-times.

For n + 1. Suppose k, < • • • < k„ < k„+1 are regular cardinals. By our induction

hypothesis there is a forcing P, |P| ^ k„ and in Vp there is an elementary

embedding j: V -> M such that, for all i < n, y'(X,) = k,. Since |P| < k„, P has the

K,i + 1-c.c. Hence k„+1 is regular in Vp and so is regular in M. Since M 1= «,. = X,,

M \= k is a regular cardinal ^ X„ + 1 and X,^+, =y(X^+1). Hence, in M there is an

X„ + 2-saturated ideal J on X„+1. Arguing as for the case n = 1, we find a partial

ordering Q g M for iterating J such that \Q\M = k„ + 1, and forcing with Q we get

an embedding k: M -* N with critical point X,f+1 such that k(it^+x) — k„+x.

Forcing with P*Q then gives us an embedding k ° j: V -> A^ such that, for all

1 < / < n + 1, h ° j(tt¡) = k,.    ■

4. In this section we show that some of these generic axioms imply the G.C.H.

Along the way we must take a detour through graph theory.

Definition. Say that [k, A] -» [k', A'] iff every graph of cardinality k and chro-

matic number A has a subgraph of cardinality k' and chromatic number A'. (Here

we use the term subgraph for an induced subgraph.)
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In [Ga] Galvin conjectured that for every graph G of chromatic number k and

every A < k there is a subgraph of G of chromatic number A. In the same paper he

proved some negative results which we will cite and use below.

The following consistency results are known.

Theorem [B] (G.C.H) (Baumgartner). There is a countably closed, it2-c.c. partial

ordering P such that, in Vp, [X2,X2]V* [X,,X,].

Theorem [F-L] (Foreman, Laver). // ZFC + there is a huge cardinal is con-

sistent, then for any n > k G to so is ZFC + [X„, X„] -» [X¿, X J.

We now show that these ideals imply many of the graph transfer results.

Lemma 20. Suppose that there is a precipitous ideal on [k]k concentrating on [X]x

that is y-centeredfor some y < X. Then [k, A] -» [k', A'].

Proof. Let j: V -* M be the elementary embedding induced by the ideal. Let H

be a graph on k with chromatic number A. Suppose H has no subgraph of

cardinality k' and chromatic number A'. Consider j"H Q j(H).

By Lemma 5, j"H G M and j"H has order type k = j(k') and j(X') = X. Since

M thinks that j(H) is a counterexample to [j(k), j(X)] -» [j(k'), j(X')], and

j"H = H, M\= chrom(//) < j(\') = A. Hence if G ç P = SP([k]k')/J is generic
then V[G] \= chrom(//) < A.

Let t G Vp be a term for a coloring of H into ô-colors where 8 < X. Let (."Fy

a < y) be a collection of filters so that P = Ua< &a. Define a coloring c of H into

y X 8 many colors by c(h) = (a, ß) where, for some p G &a, p ih- t(A) = ß. To see

that this is a coloring we note that if c(h) = c(h') = (a,ß) then there are p,

p' g 5^a, p II- t(/i) = ß and /?' II- t(/í') = ß. Since /; and p' are compatible, /, and
h' are not connected in H.

Thus in K, chrom(//) < A. This is a contradiction.   ■

A theorem of Galvin [Ga] now gives us our first results on the behavior of the

continuum.

Theorem (Galvin). Suppose that 2*" = 2!<» + l < 2N»*\ then there is a graph on

(2*"+1)4 of chromatic number X„ + 2 with no subgraph of chromatic number X„ + 1.

We deduce some corollaries from Lemma 20 and Galvin's theorem.

Corollary 21. Suppose there is an Xn + l-centered ideal J on [(2s"*1)4"]2*"*' then
2s» < 2«-'.

We will prove the corollary by deriving a contradiction.

Proof. We first show that, for some m ^ n g to, 2N» < 2*V Otherwise for all

m > n, 2K"'>Xü)+1. But, by the corollary to Magidor's theorem, this cannot

happen. (Our original proof did not make use of Magidor's theorem.)

Hence we know that 2N"*' < S„, and that there is an m > n such that 2N" ' =

2*"+1 and 2N-*2 > 2H-*>. Since J is X„+1-centered it is Xm + 1-centered. Thus

without loss of generality 2K»+1 < 2N»*2. By Galvin's result, if 2s" = 2*'" ' there is a
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graph H on (2N"*')+ of chromatic number X„ + 2 with no subgraph of chromatic

number Xn+1. By Remark 13 we know that J concentrates on [X„ + 2]s»' >. Hence by

Lemma 20, H has a subgraph of chromatic number X„ +,, a contradiction.    ■

We now use a theorem of Baumgartner's.

Theorem (Baumgartner). Suppose 2s" < 2N| and 2*<> < Xw, then there is an

almost disjoint family of functions from iox to ccx of size 2W|.

The following corollary is well known:

Corollary. // there is an it -¡-saturated ideal on X, and ux < 2s" < Xu, then
2s" = 28'.

We now use these results to prove a theorem that settles the G.C.H. below Xu

assuming the existence of a particular generic large cardinal embedding.

Theorem 22. Suppose there is a partial ordering P that is X x-centered and in Vp

there is an elementary embedding j: V —> M such that j"itu X 2N° G M and crit(y') =

«,. Then the G.C.H. holds below Xw.

Proof. We first argue that 2s» < Xu. Let A = 2s» xNu. In Vp we have an

ultrafilter on ([A]*-*)17 induced by j and j"X. Hence in V we have an X,-centered

ideal on [A]*\ Thus, by the corollary to Magidor's theorem A ^ XM. Hence

2*° < X„.

Without loss of generality, j: V -* M is the embedding induced by the ideal J.

We claim that, for all n > 0, y(X„) = X„ + 1. Otherwise, let n be the least

counterexample. Since ^(X,,)17 ç M and M t= j(tty) is a cardinal, y'(X^) > X^+1.

On the other hand, if n > 1, y(X^_,) = X^ and M l=y(X„) is the successor of

j(it„_f). Hence if k = X£ M l=_/'(X„) < k4. By the saturation of J, X^+, is a

cardinal in M, hence y(X¡Tj = X^+1. The case n = 1 is similar.

We now show that if 2s" = X¿ then, for all n, 2s» < X„ + A.: let â: be such that

2S° = X*. If 2N" > N„+i+l, let (xy a < X„ + /,+1) be a sequence of distinct ele-

ments of [X„+1] <!<'"' of length X„ + A + 1. Let M„ be the result of iterating J «-times.

Then if jy V -» M„ is the embedding induced by this iteration, j„(itx) = Hv+X and

<xa: a < X^+/t+1> G M„. By our earlier remarks X v+ k+ x = Xf^,. Hence M„ 1= <xa:

a < X^+A + 1) is a sequence of elements of [X,]^1 of length Xf+1. However, by the

elementarily of j„, M„ 1= 2 s» = XA, a contradiction.

Suppose that 2s» = 2*'. Choose the least n such that 2s« < 2N»+2. Since 2K"(I <

Su, y(2K"") = ((2s»»')+),/. so J^ concentrates on[(2*»^)+]2*"+1. Projecting./ toan

ideal J on [(2s"*1)4]2*"" by Lemma 4, the ideal J is Xrcentered. Hence we get that

2«« < 2s» • ' contradicting our choice of ». Hence 2*» < 2s'.

Now we project our ideal on N, by the map it: [X Js" -» X, defined by

7j-(x) = supx n to,. Then -n(J) is an X,-centered ideal on X,. Hence by the

corollary to Baumgartner's theorem 2s" = X,. Thus by previous arguments, for all

»,2*» = X„+1.    ■
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Assuming the Axiom of Resemblance and the existence of am embedding satisfy-

ing the hypothesis of Theorem 22, we can deduce the G.C.H. in the Universe. Thus

adoption of these ideal axioms settle the G.C.H. Unfortunately, as we will see,

certain other ideal axioms imply that 2N° > X2.

We finish our excursion into graph theory by giving a partial answer to a question

Erdös asked the author. Erdös referred to the question as "Taylor's problem":

Taylor's Problem. Suppose that G is a graph on k of chromatic number k and

A > k. Is there a graph H on X with chromatic number A such that H has the same

finite subgraphs that G does?

We must explicate the notion of subgraph for which we can get results. If G and

H are graphs, we say that G is a weak subgraph of H iff the nodes of G are a subset

of the nodes of H and the edges of G are a subset of the edges of H.

Theorem 23. Suppose that 2" = k4 and that there is a countably complete,

K-centered ideal J on [k4" + 1]k ". Then ifl^m<p^n + l and G is a graph on

K + m of chromatic number K4m then there is a graph H on k+p of chromatic number

k+p such that G and H have the same finite weak subgraphs.

Proof. It is clearly enough to see this for the case p = m + 1. By Magidor's

Proposition 9, J is precipitous. Consider j(G). j(G) is a graph on k4"'41 of

chromatic number k4"'41 in M. Let P = 5^([k + "+1]^")/J: and let & ç P be

generic. Since M is closed under k4"4^sequences in V\!F\ j(G) has chromatic

number K + m + 1 in V[&\. In V[&] let G* be an isomorphic copy of j(G) and /:

j(G) -» G* be an isomorphism so that f ° j: G -* G* is the identity.

Let (¡Fy a < k) be centering of P. For each a < k let Ga be the graph on K+m+1

defined by putting an edge between y and 8 iff there is a p G J^

p lh y and 8 have an edge between them in G*.

We claim that each Ga and G have the same finite weak subgraphs. Since

G* [ k4"' is determined to be G with Boolean value 1, G is a subgraph of every Ga.

Consequently, {weak subgraphs of G} ç (weak subgraph of Ga). On the other

hand, if AT ç Ga is a finite weak subgraph then there is a p g fWa such that for all y,

6 g AT if y and 8 are connected in K, p \\- y and 8 are connected. Hence p II- K is

a weak subgraph of G* and hence of j(G). However, since j is elementary, j(G)

and G have the same weak subgraphs. Thus AT is a weak subgraph of G.

We now need to show that, for some a, chrom(Ga) = k4"'41. Otherwise for each a

let cy Ga -* K + m be a coloring. Let <€: K+m+1 -» (k4"1)" be defined by

V(y)=(ca(y):a<K).

Since (K + m)K = K + m we will be done if we can show that ^ is a coloring of G* in

V[&], since this contradicts chrom(y(G)) = k4"'41. Let y, 8 g k4"'41. Suppose y,

8 are connected in j(G), then there is a p g &, p lh y and 8 are connected in G*.

However, />eJa for some a. Hence y and 8 are connected in Ga. But then

ca(j) * ca(8) and hence %(y) 4= %(8).   ■
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The proof above actually gives more information. Namely, under the same

hypothesis, it shows that ifl<r<w<n and G is a graph on k + "! with chromatic

number K + r, then there is a graph G on K4"'41 with chromatic number k4'41 such

that G and H have the same finite weak subgraphs.

5. We now turn our attention to Lebesgue measure. Two classical theorems

motivate our discussion on this

Theorem (Mycielski - Swierczkowski) [M-S]. The axiom of determinacy implies

that every set of reals is Lebesgue measurable.

Theorem (Solovay) [Sol]. // ZFC + there is an inaccessible cardinal is consistent

then so is ZFC +  every set of reals in L(R) is Lebesgue measurable.

Ideals have been known for some time to have an effect on Lebesgue measure.

For example Magidor in [Ml] showed the following

Theorem. // the C.H. holds, there is a measurable cardinal and a precipitous ideal

on to,, then every 2'3 set of reals is Lebesgue measurable.

Magidor got a similar result for 2'4 assuming a precipitous ideal on [22"1]<1Jl.

Woodin in [W2] showed the following

Theorem. If the C.H. holds and there is an Xx-dense ideal on X,, then every set of

reals in L(R) is Lebesgue measurable.

We now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 24. If there is a 2*°-dense ideal J on [(2N")4]Si then every set of reals in

L(R):

(a) is Lebesgue measurable,

(b) has the property of Baire.

Further, in L(R), to -> (to)".

To prove this we use a lemma of Solovay from [Sol].

Lemma. Let <f> be a formula, a a finite sequence of ordinals and r a real. Let

P = Col(co,2s"]. In Vp, {x G R: L(R) lh- <¡>(x,r,a)} is Lebesgue measurable.

Mathias [Ma] proved the following

Lemma. Suppose <p is a formula, a a finite set of ordinals and r a real. Let

P = CoH>, 2s"]. Then if L(R) 1= <f>(x, r, a) defines a partition f: [to]" -* 2, then in

Vp there is a homogeneous set for f.

We also use the following well-known lemma.

Lemma. Suppose P is a partial ordering such that, for some k > to,, |P| = k and

Vp N k is countable. Then 58(P) = <0(col(w, k]).
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Proof of Theorem 24. By Proposition 9 and Lemma 10 J is precipitous.

Let j: V -> M be the elementary embedding induced by J and G and generic

ultrafilter on [(2S»)+]S>. Then y'(X,) = (2*«)+y. Hence (2«°)y is countable in V[G}.

By assumption, P = áa([(2S(,)4]s')/Jí has a dense set of cardinality 2s", so P ~

Col(w, 2 s"] by the lemma above.

Let r g R, a g OR < " and <¡b a formula. Then <j>(x, r, a) defines a set of reals in

L(R) by X = {x: L(R) 1= cf>(x, /-, a)}. Further, every set of reals in L(R) can be so

defined. We claim that

M 1= j( X) is Lebesgue measurable and has the property of

Baire.

Since j is elementary this implies that V 1= A is Lebesgue measurable and has the

property of Baire.

Since J has the disjointing property, M is closed under (2s")4-sequences in

V[G]. In particular, L(R)M = L(R)K[G). Now, j(X) = {x g L(R)m: L(R)\=

<t>(x, j(a), j(r))}. Since r g R, ;(/•) = r. Hence y'( A) is a set in L(R)ylG] definable

from some ordinals and a real parameter in V. Thus by Solovay's lemma, V[G] 1=

j(X) is Lebesgue measurable and has the property of Baire. A set being Lebesgue

measurable is absolute between V[G] and L(R)K[C]. Since L(R)y{G] = L(R)M,

M \= j( X) is Lebesgue measurable and has the Baire property.

To see that to -» (to)" in L(R) we use a similar argument.   ■

Using recent remarks of Woodin, slightly weaker things suffice here. For example,

we can get the same conclusion by assuming a precipitous ideal on [(2S|l)4]Sl such

that

S8 = 5>{[(2««) + }*l)/J =     (J     ®a
«<(2S») +

where \58a\ < 2s" and, for a stationary set of a < (2s"), 58a is a neat subalgebra of

58.

Because these axioms imply some consequences of A.D. it is natural to ask

whether these axioms imply significant amounts of determinacy. The author conjec-

tures that this is the case. As further evidence for this we can prove

Proposition 25. If there is a 2*<<-dense ideal J on [(2s°)4]Sl which projects onto

the closed unbounded filter on X,, then

(a) there is a countably additive measure ft: ^({Turing degress})1 iR) -> 2 such thai

every cone of degrees gets measure one,

(b) there is a countably complete measure v: 5?(itx)r(R) —> {0,1}.

Proof. Very similar to Theorem 24.

Remarks. (1) If we have C.H. then we need only an X,-dense ideal on to,.

(2) Properties analogous to those following the proof of Theorem 22 suffice also in

this theorem.

(3) Using Proposition 25 Woodin has shown that L(R, v) 1= v is a measure on w,

where L(R,v) are the sets constructable from R using casa predicate.

(4) At first glance (a) looks very close to A.D. Woodin has shown that if

H = {x ç {Turing degrees}: x contains a cone}, then A.D. holds in L(R).
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6. A question in [B-T] is: Is there an X2-saturated ideal J on X, such that

whenever P is a c.c.c. partial ordering, the ideal induced by J in Vp remains

X 2-saturated? Laver and Baumgartner-Taylor proved the following criterion for

remaining X2-saturated in Vp:

Let G Q &(itx)/J be generic object. Let ;': V -» M be the elementary embed-

ding induced by G.

Saturation criterion. J remains X2-saturated in Vp iff j(P) is c.c.c. in V[G].

If P is a partial ordering that preserves X, and X2 and J is an ideal on [X2]S|

then in Vp we can define an ideal J on ([!<2]Sl)1'  as follows: A g J iff there is a

set F G J such that A n ([X;,]^)17 Q Y. Let J be X2-saturated, GjQ 0>([it2]^)/J

generic and j: V -» M Q KfG^] be the induced embedding. Then the proof of the

saturation-criterion carries over mutatis-mutandis to prove

Proposition 26. \\J is X2-saturated\\P = 1 iff \\j(P) is ity-saturatedin K[Gj,]|| =

1.

Corollary 27. // J is an X -¡-saturated ideal on [X2]Sl then J remains X2-

saturated in any c.c.c. extension. In particular, if J is the projection of J onto to, then

J remains X 2-saturated in any c.c.c. forcing extension of V.

Proof. The second statement follows directly from the first. Let P be a c.c.c.

partial ordering. In view of the criterion for saturation we must prove that if

G ç áa([X2]s')/> and j: V -» M ç V[G] is the induced elementary embedding,

then ;(P) is X^-c.c. in V[G). But X£ = Xf = X^01. Thus we must show that j(P) is

c.c.c. in V[G]. Since P is c.c.c. in V, M r=y'(P) is c.c.c. By Propositions 8 and 10,

S'M n V[G]Q M. Hence if V[G] had an antichain in y'(P) of size X! then M

would have an antichain in j(P) of size X, contradicting the c.c.c. in M. ■

We now turn our attention to an easy application of these ideals in algebra:

Let G be a group. Say that G is almost-free iff every subgroup H ç G with

\H\ < \G\is free. It is well known that nonfree, almost-free groups exist in cardinal-

ity X„ for every « g to.

Proposition 28. Suppose there is an X f-centered ideal J on [X„]s"'. Then every

almost free group G of cardinality X „ can be written as the union of X, subgroups

G = Ua < s Ga where Ga is a free group.

Remarks, (a) As the proof will show, this theorem is true in many categories, e.g.

abelian groups, modules over a commutative ring, etc.

(b) For n = 2, this conclusion holds in the model in [F-L].

(c) For abelian groups, Shelah has shown that the conclusion of Proposition 28 for

n = 2 is false in L and consistent relative to a Mahlo cardinal.

Proof of Proposition 28. Let P = á2([X„]s»1)/JÍ be centered by (&y. a < X,)

where each J^  is a filter. Let G be almost free of cardinality X„.

If H c P is generic ultrafilter, we claim that G is free in V[H]. Let j: V -> M be

the induced elementary embedding, then j"G g M and is a subgroup of j(G) of

cardinality it^f_x. Hence M \= j"G is free. Thus V[H] is a model that j"G is free

(being free is " upwards absolute") and hence that G is free.
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Let (rß: ß < X„) be a term for a free generating set for G in V[H]. For each

a < X,, let Xa = {g g G: there is a /? g J^ and a /3 < X„, p H- g = rß}. We claim

that Aa freely generates a subgroup G„ of G. Otherwise there is some nontrivial

finite relation r, involving gx ■ ■ ■ g„ g Xa, that holds in G. Since J^ is a filter there

is a pejf such that, for some ßx ■ ■ ■ ßn, p II- g, = t^ . But then p II-

r(Tß,...,Tß ) = 1. This contradicts (t¿: ß < X„) is a free generating set for G.

Let g g G. We must show that there is some a, g g Ga. (In fact we can prove

more—that any finite number of elements of G lie in some Ga and each Ga is a pure

subgroup of G.) Since g g G, there is some sequence /?x • • • ßk, gx • • • gk and a />,

p \r- Tß = g, and g is in the subgroup generated by t^, ..., t^. But /j g J^ for some

a, so g G Ga.    ■

We now develop some technology to show that ideal axioms are not unanimous in

their choice of a value for 2S°. This technology is standard large cardinal theory

when dealing with ultrafilters.

Let (k„: « g co) be an increasing sequence of regular cardinals. Let w: [k„ + 2]""+1

-» [k„+1]"" be defined by w(x) = x n k„ + 1. This produces a map n: ^([k,,^]""41)

-» ^a([K„ + 1]K")- A tower of ideals on (k„: n g o>) is a sequence of ideals (Jy

« g to) where Jn is an ideal on [k„ + 1]"" concentrating on [k,,]"»-' and Tl„+x(Jn+x)

= J

Let A = sup„ e u k„. A set Ac [ X]x is said to have finite support iff, for some n, if

x, y g [A]x and x n k„ = y n k„ then x G A iff >> G A. A function F: [A]x -> F

has /i'n/'re support iff there is an « such that if x n k„ = y n k„ then F(x) = F(^).

Let ^([A]*) = {Ac [A]x: A has finite support}. Then a tower of ideals (./„:

n g to) defines an ideal on the Boolean algebra £P¡([X]X) by A G j^w iff, for some n,

{x n k„ + 1: x G A} g J„. Since the ideals cohere under the projection maps this is

well defined. Given a K-ultrafilter G on 5?f([X]x) we can take the ultraproduct of V

by functions with finite supports. We get a model M whose universe consists of G

equivalence classes of functions F: [A]x -» V with finite support. It is easy to check

that all of the standard ultraproduct theory goes through in this case including Los'

theorem.

If G ç ^/([A]x)/JrÜJ is a generic ultrafilter we can ask if the ultroproduct by G is

well founded. If this is always the case then we say that the tower is precipitous.

Similarly we say that Ju is K-saturated iff 5?f(\X]x)/Jui has the k c.c. and K-dense

iff 5Pf(\X]x)/J' has a dense subset of cardinality k.

Many attempts have been made to establish the consistency of the proposition

"Su is a Jonsson cardinal" from large cardinals. From Proposition 16, we see that a

precipitous ideal on [XU]K" implies that X^, is Jonsson. It is however difficult to

conceive of a plan to get a precipitous ideal on [XJS" from large cardinals. The

following proposition presents a more reasonable target:

Proposition 29. Let (k„: hGw) be a sequence of regular cardinals and X =

sup„e„ic„. Suppose there is a precipitous tower (Jy n e w) on (k„: n g to), then X

is Jonsson.

Proof. Let Jn be the ideal on [k„ + 1]k». Let G ç áa/([A]x)/Jzrü) be generic and let
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j: V -> M be the embedding induced by G. Let Fy [A]x -* V be defined by

F„(x) = x n k„ + 1. It is easy to check that [F„]M =/'k„+1.

Let 31 = (A, (/,-: / G to)) be a structure on A that is fully Skolemized. Without loss

of generality we may assume that 31 n k„ < 31. As usual it is easy to check that j"k„

is closed under the functions j(f¡) since k„ is closed under/,. Thus, (j"k„, y(/)))ieu

In M, let F be a tree whose nodes consist of elementary substructures W of y(31)

such that, for some n, o.t. 93 = k„ + 1 and for all 1 < i < » + 2, o.t. 93 n k, = k,_,.

If 93, E are nodes on the tree put 93 < rS iff 9) is an end extension of E and

|93| > |S|.
We claim that M 1= T is not well founded.

Each y"K„ + 1 is a node on T. In V[G], the sequence (y"K„ + 1: n g lc) is a branch

through F Hence, by absoluteness T has a branch through it in M.

Let b be a branch through T in M. Then Ufr <y'(3l) since it is a union of

elementary substructures of y(3I). It is a proper elementary substructure since

M \= \Ub n k,| = k0.

Thus M 1= j( 31 ) has a proper elementary substructure. So V 1= 31 has a proper

elementary substructure.   ■

There are many natural open questions about these towers of ideals. We mention

two:

Question 1. Is " X ̂ -Jonsson" equivalent to the existence of a precipitous tower of

ideals on a subsequence of the (X„: n g to)?

M. Magidor and the author have some partial positive results in this direction.

Question 2. If (Jy n G to) is a tower of countably complete ideals, Jn an ideal

on [X„ + Js" and the tower is X 2-saturated, is the tower precipitous?

This would be useful if it were true since it would reduce the problem of making a

tower of ideals precipitous to a local problem.

There is a criterion for precipitousness that is an easy generalization of [J-P].

If (Jy « g to) is a tower of ideals we can play the following game:

White and Black alternate playing a decreasing sequence of Ju positive elements

of^([A]x).

White        A0       X2

Black        ~Xf       A, ^~

A0 2 A! 2 A2 D

Black wins iff there is an element x g [A]x such that x g n„ew A„. (Black is the

good guy.)

Remark. Ju is precipitous iff White does not have a winning strategy in this

game.

We now mention a theorem of Woodin that uses towers of ideals in its proof. (See

appendix for the proof.)

Theorem (Woodin). Suppose J is a precipitous ideal on [X10]s" that is X„-com-

plete, X/.-saturated and X^ is a strong limit, then 2s" > X„.
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These axioms also show some nontrivial model-theoretic facts, e.g.,

Proposition 30. Let L be a countable similarity type, \p a formula in LKa and A a

fragment of LK u, \A\ < k, containing i// andskolem functions.

Suppose \¡j is categorical in power k and that there is a K-complete, K-centered ideal

on [k4]". Then any two models of \p of power k4 have isomorphic A-elementary

submodels of cardinality k+.   ■

The proof of this proposition is very similar to that of Proposition 28.

In conclusion, the author believes these ideals provide a basis for settling many

classical open questions in Set Theory. The axioms need a considerable amount of

work before they can be presented in an intuitive way as symmetry principles to the

" working mathematician," but they are readily accessible to a literate set theorist.

Appendix. Two theorems by Magidor and Woodin, one each. (See the introduction

about our general assumptions about ideals.)

Theorem (Woodin). If it u is a strong limit and there is an X „-complete,

precipitous, X k-saturated ideal J on [XW]S", then 2S° > X„.

Proof. Let (k„: n g co) be defined in the usual way. Then, letting tt„: [X„]s" ->

[k„ + 1] *""' by 77„(x) = x n k„ + 1, we can project ./onto an ideal J„ on [k„ + 1]*k"+'.

By Lemma 5, J„ concentrates on [k„+ ,]"".

We now apply standard large cardinal machinery. If G c ^"([X „,]*")// is generic,

then G induces an ultrafilter G„ on [k„ + 1]"». We can form M„ = Kl""+ir"/G„ and

jy V -* Mn. The following lemma is standard:

Lemma. There are embeddings i„, k„ so that the following diagram commutes:

Further,

(a)crit(/„)> k„+1,

(b) crit(Ar„) = crit(,„).

We let Mx = lim(M„: « g to) and kx: Mx -> M be the map induced by the

(ky n g to). It is clear that the following diagram commutes:

for canonical embeddings y^, kx and k„
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Claim. y'"Xw<£ Mx.

Proof (Sketch). If y"X„ g Mx, then y"Xu = [F]M where F: [k„+1]"» ^ V, for

some «. Choose m so large that

Let F': [k„ + 1]"« -> V be defined by F'(x) = F(x) n k„,+1. Let /: [Km+1]"-»^,/ be

defined by 7(x) = x. Then [7]M=e =y"Km. Hence {y: F'(y n k„ + 1) = y) G G„,. But,

by fineness of the ideal Jm, \{y: F'(y n k„ + x) = y}\> Km. Hence, F' maps

[k„ + ,]"» onto a set of size Km, a contradiction.

We now use the following theorem due to Shelah [Sh]:

Theorem (Shelah). If X^ is a strong limit, then 2s" < X(2n0)+.

Consider the map kx: Mx -» AF

Ctom. crit(^00)^XKo.

Proof. Since y'(Xu)= X^ and ^([X Js»)/./ preserves cardinals above X„, if

to < a < k0 then j(ity) = X£ Further, k„ ° jx(ita) > Xa. Since y-t.« jx, we

get /c00(Xa)= Xa for to < a < k0.    ■

Suppose |^(XJ|<XKo then M00t=^(SJ<SK. Then kx(iP(itJ"-) =

^(XU)M-. But then ^>(X Jw« = ^(NJ", a contradiction.

Thus I^ÍN J| > XK). Hence (2S")4> k0 by Shelah's theorem, and thus 2s" > k().

■

We now turn to a theorem of Magidor.

Theorem. There is no X„-saturated ideal J on [X(J+1]S"+1.

Proof. Suppose such an I exists. We first prove the following claim:

Claim. If 31 is a structure of cardinality X<-)+1 with domain including Nu+1 then

there is a proper elementary substructure 93 -< 31 such that 93 n X a +, is to-closed

and |93| = Xu+1.

Proof of Claim. Let j: V -* M be the elementary embedding induced by J.

Consider the sequence (k„: n g to). This is a subsequence of the (X,: / g to), since,

by earlier arguments, y(X^+1) = X^+1, y(X^) = X^ and 5^>(itJy ç M. Without

loss of generality, 3t is fully skolemized and 31 has a relation "ea " defined on it and

with respect to ea is an elementary substructure of some H(X) for a very large A. As

we argued in Proposition 16, y "91 is an elementary substructure of y'(9l) such that,

for all m G u, o.t. (y"31 n «¿f) = itym. By the X„-saturation of J we get that, for

large enough m, X vm is a cardinal in M.

Thus in M, j( 31 ) has an elementary substructure 93 such that |( y'( 31 ) - 93 ) n

^u + il > Nu and for some n0 > 1 for all large enough m > n0 o.t. 93 n Xm is a

cardinal. Let 93* be the elementary substructure of 31 generated by s-8 U X„o.

We will show that, for each m > n0, sup 93* n Xm = sup 93 n Xm. Let a G 93* n

Xm. Then a = f(ß,y) for some /? g 93, yG(X„)<al and some / in 31. Let

ô = supie(K )<«f(ß,y) n Xm. Then 8 g 93 and ô > a. Hence 93* is a proper

elementary substructure of 31.
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We now show that 93* n Xu + 1 is countable closed. Let a < Xu+1 be the least

limit point of 93* of cofinality ca such that a £ 93*. Let a* be the least element of

93* above a. If cof(a*) = to in 93*, then in 93* we can find a sequence (ay.

« G w) g 93* cofinal in a*. But, since u ç 93*, each a„ G 93, so 93* n Xw + 1 is

cofinal in a*; this contradicts our choice of a*.

Suppose that 93* 1= cof(a*) = X,„. Let (ay y < Xm) G 93* be such that 93* 1=

(a : y < Xm) is cofinal in a*. Then (ay. y < 93* Pi Xm) is cofinal in sup 93* Pi a*

= a. Hence cof(a) = cof(sup93* n X„). But 93* Pi X„ has order type a regular

cardinal  > to, a contradiction! This proves the claim.

To see that the claim implies the theorem we divide the points of cofinality co in

Ku+1 into Xw+1 disjoint stationary sets (Ay. a < Xw+1). Let 91 ■< H(X) where

W = Xu+1 and (Ay a < X„+1> U Xw + 1 ç 91. Let 93 < 91 be an to-closed elemen-

tary substructure of 91 such that (Ay a < Xw + 1) g 93 and Xu+1 - 93 4= 0. Then,

by elementarily, 93 n {/? < Xu+1: cof(/3) = to} = UaeSBnNi>+1 ̂ 4a. Hence

UaG*nt< ^a includes an to-closed unbounded set. Let 8 g Nu+1 — 93. Then

/4s'~|Uaesí1ní< Aa= 0, but /ls was supposed to be stationary. This contradic-

tion proves the theorem.

This proof yields the stronger result that if / is a K0-complete, k +"-saturated ideal

on [A]y for some y then A < k4u.

To see this we note that by the saturation condition the (k„: n G to) are a

subsequence of the (k4": n g to). Hence, sup(K,: i G w) = k4" and k4w is a fixed

point of the generic embedding.

Now we argue as above to prove the theorem.
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